
 

 

GRAMMAR EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

I. Complete the columns with the correct form of the verbs. 
 

INFINITIVE 3rd  PERSON SINGULAR, SIMPLE 
PRESENTE TENSE 

PAST TENSE 

a)  to cook  cooked 

b) prepares  

c)  fixed 

d) to walk   

e)                            bakes  

 
 
II.  Write the correct form of the verb in simple present. 
 
1.- Marian & Louis (prepare) 
____________________  their luch every day. 
 
2.- My uncle (drive) 
__________________________ a school bus 
every morning. 
 

3.- My grandmother (bake) 
______________________ a chocolate cake 
each Monday. 
 
4.- Laura and Barbie always (arrive) 
__________________ on time. 
 
5.- The dog never (go) 
_______________________  to school. 

 
III. Change the following statements to negative and interrogative form. 
 
1. Mariana usually goes to the gym on Saturday. 

Negative: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Interrogative: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



 

2. They visit us often. 

Negative: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Interrogative: ___________________________________________________________________ 

3. Linda takes care of her sister on Tuesday. 

Negative: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Interrogative: ___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Tom works at night once a week. 

Negative: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Interrogative: ___________________________________________________________________ 

5.  Martha and Kevin swim twice a week. 

Negative: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Interrogative: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 
IV. Write the correct form of the verb in past tense. 
 
1. I __________________(help) my mum in 
the kitchen.  
 
2. My sister _______________________ 
(study)  in her room.  
 
3. The dogs _________________ (play)  in the 
garden yesterday . 

 
4. I ______________________ (cook) a paella 
on Sunday. 
 
5. We ________________________ (study) 
French last year.

 
 
V. Write a sentence for each subject in the correct tense, use the verbs in the box. 
 
 
 
 
1. My cousins  (past tense) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. It (past tense- negative) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Bus driver (past tense- interrogative) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

							study					help								eat							play							travel	



 
4. Basketball team (past tense- negative) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. I  (past tense) 
__________________________________________________________________________

VI.  Read each sentence. Rewrite an add adverbs to tell how, when, or where. Choose one of 
the adverbs above. 

How When Where 

bravely tomorrow outside 

carefully yesterday inside 

beautifully late here 

 

1. The trumpetist played in the concert. (how) 

_______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. The children decorated the classroom. (when) 

________________________________________________________________________________. 

3. Lilan defended herself. (how) 

________________________________________________________________________________. 

4. They drive the car. (how) 

________________________________________________________________________________. 

5. He prepared a surprise. (where) 

________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

SPELLING EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

I.- Dictation : 

1.-_____________________________ 

2.-  ____________________________ 

3.-_____________________________ 

4.-_____________________________ 

5.-_____________________________ 

6.- ____________________________ 

7.- ____________________________ 

8.- ____________________________ 

9.- ____________________________ 

10.- ___________________________ 

11.- ___________________________ 

12.- ___________________________ 

13.- __________________________ 

14.- ___________________________ 

15.- ___________________________ 

16.- ___________________________ 

17.- ___________________________ 

18.- ___________________________ 

19.- ___________________________ 

20.- ________________________

 

II.-  Write the missing letters. 

1.- I _ t e r _ s _ I n _ 

2.- s _ p _ l _ 

3.- g _ g _ t _ c 

4.- _ n d _ _ g r _ u n d 

5.- r _  p _ a c _ m e _ t

III.- Unscrambled words. 

1.ntmenvioeern      
_______________________ 

2.ywhhgia               
_______________________ 

3.mingaaz               
_______________________ 

4.ntteirw                 
_______________________ 

5.ttngioh                 
_______________________



 

 

IV.- Match the word with its meaning.

1. chicken  

2. dry 

3.  right 

4. guitar 

5. picnic 

 

The opposite of left. 

A musical instrument. 

The hen's baby. 

Having lunch outside in the park. 

The opposite of wet. 

V.- Use the words in the box to fill  in the blanks below. 

 

 

1. They are moving to a new apartment _______________. 

2. A spider bit my arm and it started to _______________. 

3. We ____________ the highest mountain. 

 

Study Spelling Amco’s book lessons 1-5  from unit 3, for exam and spelling bee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   climb             itch            building            die                 



 

 
 

READING EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

I.-  Read the story and underline the correct answer. 

Woodpeckers 

A woodpecker is a kind of bird. Woodpeckers are found all over the world except in the 
North and South poles, Australia, and New Zealand. There are over 200 different kinds of 
woodpeckers. The two largest woodpeckers, the Imperial Woodpecker and the Ivory-
billed Woodpecker are most likely extinct. Animals that are extinct are no longer found on 
Earth. Woodpeckers have sharp bills for drilling into wood, and short, stiff tails which help 
prop them up against tree trunks and branches. Woodpeckers also have very long 
tongues, which help them get at insects deep within trees. Woodpeckers are often heard 

drumming loudly on trees before they are seen. Woodpeckers can even become pests if they learn to drum on 
siding of a house. Woodpeckers can easily be attracted to backyard bird feeders with sunflower seeds or suet. 
Suet is a kind of animal fat that is very tasty to woodpeckers and other birds. 

1) Why do woodpeckers have long tongues?  

A. So they can drum on trees.  

B. To get at insects on the ground.  

C. To get at insects within trees.  

D. To eat seeds.  

2) When do woodpeckers sometimes become pests?  

A. When they become extinct.  

B. When they drum on houses.  

C. When they eat suet.  

D. When they visit feeders.  

3) Woodpeckers are often... 

A. heard before they are seen.  

B. found in Australia.  

C. found in the North Pole.  

D. seen before they are heard.  

4) The two largest woodpeckers in the world are...  

A. most likely no longer on Earth.  

B. pests.  

C. found all over the world.  

D. normally found at bird feeders.  



 

 

5) Which is NOT true about woodpeckers?  

A. They like suet.  

B. They will come to bird feeders.  

C. They are only found in a few places in the 
world.  

D. They have short, stiff tails. 
 
 
II. Read the passage. Then answer each question. 
 

THE WOLF. 
     A boy named John was once taking care of some sheep not far from a forest. Nearby was a village, and he 
was told to call for help if there was any danger. One day, in order to have some fun, he cried out with all his 
might, "The wolf is coming! The wolf is coming!" The men came running with clubs and axes to save the boy 
from the wolf. As they saw nothing, they went home again and left John laughing in his sleeve.   
Because he had had so much fun, John cried out again the next day, "The wolf! The wolf!" The men came 
again, but not as many as the first time. Again they saw no trace of the wolf, so they shook their heads and 
went back.  
On the third day, the wolf came in earnest. John cried in dismay, "Help! Help! The wolf! The wolf!" But not a 
single man came to help him. The wolf broke into the flock and killed a great many sheep. Among them was a 
beautiful lamb that belonged to John. Then he felt very sorry that he had deceived his friends and neighbors, 
and he grieved over the loss of his pet lamb. The truth itself is not believed, from one who often has deceived. 
 
1.Why does the boy shout, “The wolf is coming?”  

______________________________________________________ 

2.Why will no one help the boy when the wolf came?  
 
 
3.What do you think the boy learned by the end of the story?  
 
 
4.What do the people’s actions tell you about how they feel about wolves?  
 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

III. Read and circle the correct answer, true or false. 

My name is Molly. I am a secretary at MGP. I have a very busy day. I am responsible for many things. 
Every day I start my work at 8 o’clock. I have to prepare different documents, answer the letters and 
work with customers. I sometimes have to write contracts and prepare tenders. The work is 
interesting but it requires much patience. In the afternoon at 12:00 I have a break for lunch. I usually 
go to the canteen. I order main course and a dessert. I prefer going with my work mate. Her name is 
Jessica. She is the head of the financial department. She is good at making calculations. We used to 
go to school together. Jessica is three years younger than me. We were not good friends then. But 
since she started to work for MGP we have become very close friends. We often meet after work too. 
We help and support each other if it is necessary. Jessica is a very good friend. 

 
1. Her name is Jane. True  False 

2. She is a manager. True  False 

3. She works at town council. True  False 

4. She starts her work at 8:00. True  False 

5. She is responsible for documents. True  False 

6. She does not answer the letters. True  False 

7. She works with customers. True  False 

8. She asks Jessica to write a contract if it 

is necessary. 

True  False 

9. She sometimes prepares tenders. True  False 

10. Her work requires patience. True  False 

 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 
      

 
 
 
	



	

	

 
 

MATHEMATICS EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

I. Underline the correct answer. 

1. 532 x 100 =_______________ 

a) 5,32100    b) 5320    c) 53200 

2. 97x1000=_______________  

a) 97100    b) 97000     c) 970 

 

II. Write the name of the polygon. Find the perimeter. 

                             8.5mm                                        3.5 cm      4mm  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                     

a) Name: 
_________________     
Perimeter: 
_________________     

b) Name: 
_________________   
Perimeter: 
_________________            

c) Name: 
______________  
Perimeter: 
________________   

 

         III. Read the questions carefully. Solve the problems. Show your work. 

1. At the pet shop there are 28 cages of birds. Each cage has 15 birds in it. How many birds are 
there?   

       

 

 

                                                                                                    Answer: _____________________ 



 

2. Two hundred seventy-five chickens were born in the pen. One hundred fifteen were yellow, 
and the rest had red feathers. How many had red feathers? 

 

                                                                                                             Answer 
_____________________ 

 

VII. Write the fractions according to each drawing. 

 

VIII. Solve and underline the correct answer. 

a) 145 x 7 =   

     1015     925    721                            1115 

b) 240/15 =                 

 16    15        28                                 9           

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

SCIENCE EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

I . Look at each description. Tell what property it describes. 

1. salty fries __________________________ 

2. light    _____________________________ 

3. microscopic  _________________________ 

II. Underline the correct answer.

1. We measure milk in… 

centimeters                       liters                       kilograms 

2. The weight of oranges is in  

meters                       grades                       kilograms 

3. Medicines are in 

inches                       pills                       pieces 

III. Write an example of a …… 

a) Compound: _____________________ 
b) Molecule: ______________________ 

c) Mixture: ________________________ 

 

IV. Write two examples of chemical changes and draw them.     

1. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	

V. Write and draw two examples of physical changes and draw them. 

1. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

VI. Draw the water cycle. 

Water Cycle 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Study Science Amco's book unit 3 

 

 

 

 



	

 

 

COMPOSITION EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

I. Choose one of the topics below. Write a journal entry. Tell where did they happen, your 
emotions, your plan, etc. 

My favorite sport        My best friend                 A day at school.                 My   hobbies. 



	

 

II. You just got this letter from a friend who moved away last year. Write a response to him. 
Remember the rules you need to follow when you write a   friendly letter. 

                                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	

	

 

III. Make an envelope for your letter. 

 

IV. Halloween night is coming soon, I want to have a Halloween party, con you help me to do a 
spooky invitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	
	



	

	

	
 
 

GEOGRAPHY EXAM GUIDE 
4th   GRADE 

DECEMBER  2016-2017 
 

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________     Group: ___________ 

 

I. Please use the Word Bank below to label the oceans and the four major parts of the United 
Kingdom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word	Bank	

England							Scotland							Northen	Ireland										Wales						Atlantic	Ocean					North	Sea				Irish	Sea											

	Strait	of	Dover							English	Channel				



	

	

 

 

 

 

 

II. Match the columns with the correct answer. Read the questions and answer choices carefully.  

1. Open areas of wild land  Prime Minester 

2. Scottish term for deep lake Bagpipes 

3. mountainous districts The study of how and where people live. 

4. an arm of the sea east-west lines 

5. wet, spongy ground heath 

6. rocky pinnacles moors 

7. wild land covered with healther loch 

8. forest tors 

9. musical British instrument fen 

10. the head of goverment is called… highlands 

 
III. Write the 1-10 to sequence the following events in the right order. 

_________ AD 43-400 Romans in England  

_________1558 – 1603 Queen Elizabeth I  

_________1953 – ? current Queen Elizabeth II 

_________1509 – 1547 King Henry VIII  

_________1837 – 1901 Queen Victoria  

_________Defeat of the Spanish Armada  

_________Magna Carta  

_________Battle of Hastings  

_________Allied victory in Europe 

_________Protestant Reformation 

 

 

 



	

	

 

 

 

 

 

VI. Match the contribution on the right with the person on the left. 

Charles Dickens Discovered Penicillin 

Alexander Fleming Wrote Oliver Twist 

Isaac Newton Wrote Romeo and Juliet 

William Shakespeare  Discovered the shape of DNA 

James Watson and Francis Crick Defined gravity and invented calculus 

 

 

 

 


